The present paper is concerned with partially ordered semigroup-valued measures. 1. Preliminaries. By a partially ordered semigroup X we mean a commutative semigroup with identity 0, equipped by a partial ordering <, compatible with the structure of X under the conditions:
1. Preliminaries. By a partially ordered semigroup X we mean a commutative semigroup with identity 0, equipped by a partial ordering <, compatible with the structure of X under the conditions:
(i) If x, y, z are elements of X with x < y (x < y and x ^ y) then x + z < y + z.
(ii) x + sup E = sup (x + E), whenever there exist sup E (the supremum of E in X) and sup(x + E),E E X,x E X. Now X is monotone complete if every majorised increasing directed family in X has a supremum in X. Moreover, X is of the countable type if every subset £ of A" that has a supremum in X, contains a countable subset E* Ç E so that: sup E = sup E*.
Let A" be a partially ordered semigroup and H a ring of subsets of T. The function m: H -» X is an o-measure (order measure) on H, if m is positive on H imiA) > 0, for every A in H) and mi\J"eNAn) = sup{2^_,w(^,): « E N} whenever iAn)neN is a disjoint sequence of elements of H with ( U "eAi^,) E H.
The following propositions can be easily proved. Proposition 1.1. Let m: H -^ X be an o-measure on H.
(1)«j(0) = 0.
(2) m is finitely additive on H and miA) < miB), whenever A, B E H with A E B.
(3) For every sequence iA")neN in H with (U"ejv^n) e H and sup{2ï_xmiAi): n E N) E X, implies: mi(JneNAn) < sup{2?=1m(v4,.): « 6 N). (6) IfX = Y,andl < m + k,llm then I < k.
On the other hand the following lemma will be useful in the sequence. Proof. Let A E S. From the hypothesis it is easily verified that there exists an increasing sequence iMn)neN in A with M^M E A and miA n M) = snp{miA n Mn): n E N) = mxiA).
Next let (mM)MEA be the increasing directed family of o-measures on S, such that mMiA) = miA n M) whenever M E A and A E S. By Lemma 2.2 and from mxiA) = sup{mMiA): M E A], A E S it follows that mx is an o-measure on S. 4. Partially ordered topological semigroup-valued measures. Throughout this paragraph we suppose that A1 is a partially ordered topological semigroup, that is a partially ordered semigroup, equipped with a Hausdorff topology tx such that the sets: Ex -{y E X: y > x), Fx'-= {y E X: y < x) axe inclosed, whenever x E X. In this place we give the well-known lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let (x¡)ie¡ be an increasing directed family in the partially ordered topological semigroup X with Tx-lim x¡ = x (convergence in the topology rx of X). Then x = sup(x,: / E 7).
Proof. We set £, = {y E X: y > x¡) for every i E I, hence x E E,■ = E¡ (by E¡ we denote the closure of 7s, in X), namely x > x¡ for every i E I. Moreover let z be an element of X so that: x¡ < z, for any i E I.
Thus by the fact that the set F = [y E X: y < z} is T^-closed and hypothesis, one similarly has, x E F = F, which proves the assertion. Next the topology tx is called a-compatible with the partial ordering if every majorised increasing sequence in X converges relative to the topology tx. Now the function m: H -» X is a r^-measure on the ring 77, if m is positive on 77 and m is a-additive on 77 with respect to topological convergence in X. The definitions and results of absolute continuity and singularity are similar as above.
In particular we obtain. 
